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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Traffic flow is an important indicator of urban development and operation status. Predicting, adjusting and controlling traff ic flow is of great significance 

to urban management.
1

 How to effectively predict traffic flow trends for early intervention is one of the key issues in decision-making for traffic 

management.
2

 Traffic flow data collected at fixed observation points often include lots of attributes such as traffic speed, vehicle flow,  passing duration, 

and specific road conditions. Due to the large number of vehicles and complex transport networks, the data are characterized by large size, high variation, 

and high dynamics. In particular, the recent development of smart cities
3

 lead to more and more sensors that are installed on vehicles, enabling the 

communication between vehicles and peripheral equipment at any time, such as vehicle to vehicle (V2V)
4

 communication, vehicle to infrastructure 

(V2I)
5

 communication, and vehicle to everything (V2X) information exchanges. Hence, vehicles can send their position information at any time. This 

Internet of Vehicles technology is applied based on integrating technologies such as GPS navigation,
6,7

 and mass of traffic flow data are generated.
8

 The 

mass of traffic datasets lay the foundation for traffic flow prediction. Accurate traffic flow prediction also allows urban terminals to carry out better 

traffic planning and to judge the operation condition of traffic networks in advance. 

 

Related work 

 

In recent years, various modeling methods have been applied to build stable and accurate traffic flow prediction models. The Auto-Progressive 

Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model, the Gaussian process, and the Kalman filter constitute the major part of conventional methods. For 

example, Liu
9

 applied the ARIMA model to study the rail traffic flow. Emami
10

 applied the Kalman filter to filter traffic flow fluctuations and predict 

traffic flow. These conventional models usually adopt linear methods that are too simple to reflect thenon-linear factors involved in the process of 

short-term traffic flow prediction, resulting in low prediction accuracy. 

Machine learning and artificial intelligence are the core of conventional traffic flow prediction algorithms. Such algorithms include artificial 

neural networks (ANN),
11

 extreme learning machines (ELM), and support vector regression (SVR). For example, Zhang
12

 used the ELM non-iterative 

algorithm to predict air traffic flow. Castro-Neto
13

 used the SVR algorithm to predict the short-term traffic flow. These methods have great advan-

tages in tackling non-linear problems, but they are unable to tackle temporal correlation and to process large-scale data with poor prediction. Deep 

learning models have been further introduced in the load prediction area, including deep neural network (DNN),
14

 stacked AutoEncoder (SAE),
15

 

and convolutional neural network (CNN).
16

 Although compared with shallow ANNs, these DNNs have higher load prediction accuracy, and they 
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also require artificial extraction of temporal characteristics. If the temporal characteristics of traffic flow data are ignored, artificial extraction of 

characteristics will affect the continuity of load data, and thus reduce the prediction accuracy of the models. 

 

 

1.2 Major contribution 

 

To meet the requirement of high accuracy of traffic flow prediction an whale optimization algorithm (WOA) optimized BiLSTM_At tention (“BiL-

STM_A” for short) model is proposed in this article. BiLSTM is a bidirectional LSTM network structure that can process temporal networks better 

than the unidirectional LSTM and can extract traffic flow data in two directions.
17

 Attention is a weight mechanism used to capture different weights of 

hidden layers and further to overcome the long-term dependence of networks such as RNNs and RNN-based improved networks when the input 

time series is long. When the network framework is established, obtaining the best hyperparameters of the network structure is difficult. Therefore, 

the BiLSTM_A model is optimized using the WOA to get the best parameters, so as to build a WOA_BiLSTM_Attention (“WOA_BiLSTM_A” for short) 

model. 

 

 

2 RELEVANT THEORIES 

 

2.1 BiLSTM short-term traffic flow prediction based on improved WOA optimized attention mechanism 

 

This article proposes a BiLSTM_A model optimized using WOA. When the frameworks of models are established, it is difficult fo r many of them 

to directly obtain the best hyper parameters for one time. Even if the frameworks are the same, the networks of different hyper parameters have 

greatly different accuracies. Therefore, to predict short-term traffic flow, a WOA_BiLSTM_A model is proposed based on the BiLSTM, the attention 

mechanism, and the WOA. The model is optimized by using the WOA to improve its hyper parameter adaptability. The experiment results show that 

the optimized network is much better than the comparison networks. 

 

 

2.2 Whale optimization algorithm 

 

The WOA is a new heuristic optimization algorithm that mimics the hunting behavior of whales. Whales use a special hunting me thod called 

bubble-net hunting strategy.
18

 The bubble-net shown in Figure 1. The WOA involves the following three stages: encircling prey, bubble-net attacking, and 

search for prey.
19

 The process is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

2.2.1 Encircling prey 

 

This stage mainly mimics the behavior of whales encircling the prey during hunting. To describe the behavior, the following model is proposed: 
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F IG U RE  1 Whale hunting behavior diagram 

 

 

 

F IG U RE  2 WOA algorithm flow chart 

 

 

Where A⃗ and C⃗ are coefficient vectors, A⃗ = 2a⃗ ⋅ r⃗1 − a⃗, C⃗ = 2 ⋅ a⃗2 and a⃗ decrease to 0 during the search, a⃗ = 2 −  and Tmax are the maximum number 

−→
 

of iterations, r⃗1 and r⃗2 are random vectors meeting [0,1], t is the number of current iterations, X∗(t) represents the vector of the best whale position 

up to now, X ⃗ (t) represents the vector of the current whale position, and 

updated at each iteration. 

represents the absolute value. If there is the best solution, X∗ will be 

 

 

2.2.2 Hunting behavior 

 

Whales swim in a spiral way to prey, and the hunting behavior is expressed as follows: 

 

X⃗ (t + 1) = 
−→

∗ t) + 
−→

′  • ebl cos(2𝜋l) 

| |  
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| D = X (t) − X (t) is the distance between a whale and the prey, b is a constant defining the shape of the logarithmic spiral, and l is the uniformly 

X (t) − A • D, if p < 0.5 

X (t) + D • e cos(2𝜋l),  if p ≥ 0.5 

| 
−→′  −→∗ →− 

distrib

|
uted ran do m

|  
vector [−1,1]. Whales swim around the prey within a shrinking circle and along a spiral-shaped path simultaneously. So, we 

assume the probability of Pi to select the shrinking encircling method and the probability of 1 − Pi to select the spiral model to update the position 

of whales. The mathematical model is described as follows: 

⎧
⎪
−→∗ ⃗    ⃗ 

⎨
⎪
−→∗ −→

′  bl 

 

 
When the value of 

 

A is in [− 
1,1], the new position of a wha

⎩

le can be defined anywhere between its current position and the prey’s position. The 

algorithm sets that when A < 1, the whales attack the prey. 

 

 

2.2.3 Search for prey 

 

The mathematical model for this phase is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

X⃗ (t + 1) =  
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F IG U RE  3 LSTM cell structure diagram 

 

 

 

 

2.3 Attention mechanism 

 

The attention mechanism is a solution to mimicking human attention and a means of allocating attentional resources. In some cases, people con-

centrate on what is worthy of attention at certain moments. In this process, they often ignore other areas so as to obtain more details worthy of 

attention and suppress other useless information. The core principle of this algorithm is how to rationally and skillfully change the attention to the 

information concerned, ignore irrelevant information, and amplify the necessary information to the maximum extent.
27

 The attention structure is 

shown in Figure 4. Where xt(t ∈ [1, n]) represents the input of the network, ht(t ∈ [1, n]) corresponds to the output of the hidden layer obtained by 

the input layer, 𝛼t(t ∈ [1, n]) is the attention probability distribution value output by the attention mechanism to the hidden layer, and y is the output 

value of the network introduced by the attention mechanism. 

Conventional encoder-decoder RNN models often have a problem that the input series, regardless of their length, are all encoded to vector 

representation with a fixed length, while decoding is limited by the vector representation of that fixed length. This problem badly restricts the 
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F IGU R E 4  Attention structure diagram 

 

 

performance of the models. Especially, when input series are long, their performance will be very poor. The attention mechanism breaks the limitation 

that conventional encoder-decoders rely on the internal fixed-length vector during encoding. They retain the intermediate output results of the input 

series from the encoders and then train a model to selectively learn these inputs and correlate the output series with them during the model’s output.  In 

other words, the probability of success of each item of the output series depends on which items are selected from the input series. This is the core 

principle of the attention mechanism. 

 

3 ALGORITHM PROCESS 

 

3.1 BiLSTM_A model 

 

The attention mechanism attracted much attention when it was proposed. Like human beings attaching more importance to some in formation, the 

attention mechanism can properly assign weights to the information obtained and perform summation based on the weights.
28

 As a result, the attention 

method is highly interpretable and more effective than other methods. In the early stage, researchers integrated the attention mechanism and the 

BiLSTM to address text translation and classification problems.
29

 In this article, the BiLSTM is used to process traffic flow data, and essentially the 

time series. The network structure of the BiLSTM_A model is shown in Figure 5. 

The BiLSTM_A structure is divided into the following five layers: 

 

1. Input Layer: inputting series. The series may be character series or time series, or a combination of both. In this article, the input traffic flow is 

time series. 

2. Embedding Layer: mapping each time series into a low-dimensional vector. The embedding layer of the model covers the embedding of time 

series words and the embedding of relative position codes. A vector may be randomly initialized or a trained vector may be used. 

3. LSTM Layer: using the BiLSTM to obtain advanced features from the previous step. 

4. Attention Layer: generating a weight vector and multiplying it by the weight vector to combine the short time series of each time step into a long 

time series feature vector. 

5. Output Layer: finally, outputting by using the time series. 

 

As shown in Figure 5, the main difference between the previous conventional BiLSTM models and the BiLSTM_A model is that in the latter 

model, a structure called Attention Layer is interposed after the BiLSTM layer and before the full connection to the softmax layer. The Attention 

structure first calculates the weight of the time series of each position in the BiLSTM outputs, and then performs weighted s ummation and uses the sum 

as the representation vector of the time series, and finally conducts output and prediction. 

The calculation formula of Attention is as follows: 
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F IG U RE  5 The network structure of BiLSTM_A model 

 

 

Where T is the length of the input time series, and the weighted sum of these output vectors constitutes the time series r. Where ∈ Rd𝜔×T 
, d𝜔 is the 

dimension of the time series vector. 𝜔 is a trained parameter vector, 𝜔T 
is the transposed vector, and dimensions of 𝜔, 𝛼, r are d𝜔, T, d𝜔

, respectively. 

Obtain the final time series representation from the following formula: 

 

 
 

Finally, we use the softmax classifier to predict ̂y, the label of a discrete class Y set. The classifier uses the hidden * as the input. 

 

 
 

 

The loss function is the negative log-likelihood value of the real label ̂y. 

 

 

Where 𝜆 is the regularization parameter of L2. In this article, we alleviate overfitting also through the regularization of dropout and L2. 

 

 

3.2 Hyperparameters of WOA optimized BiLSTM_A 

 

The WOA effectively eliminates the defect that the BiLSTM_A algorithm is prone to the local best solution and improves the accuracy of parameter 

optimization. 

The WOA optimization is to obtain the maximum or minimum value of the fitness function. In this article, the mean square error of the minimum 

BiLSTM_A network output and the actual value is used as the fitness function. The formula is given below: 

 

 

Where yi is the ith actual value in the prediction result, ŷi is the ith predicted value in the prediction result, and N is the total number of samples. The 

more accurate the predicted values, the smaller the loss values obtained. 
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F IG U RE  6 WOA_ BiLSTM_ A algorithm flow chart 

 

 

The flow chart of the prediction model of the WOA_BiLSTM_A short-term traffic flow algorithm is shown in Figure 6. 

According to Figure 6, the WOA optimized BiLSTM_A algorithm includes three parts: WOA, BiLSTM_A, and data. The WOA part is the detailed 

flow of whale algorithm. The BiLSTM_A part implements the detailed prediction algorithm. The data part is used to process data. Each part transfers 

parameters during model training. The prediction process of the model is described below: 

 

1. Initialize BiLSTM_A model parameters. 

2. Initialize WOA algorithm population. Build a set of values with the four variables (iter, 𝛼, n1, n2) and puts them as optimization parameters into 

the WOA. The four parameters represent the number of iterations, the learning rate, and the number of the nodes of the two hidden layers of 

the BiLSTM network. 

3. Assign the initialized values as the historical best value to the parameters of BiLSTM_A and train the model. Then, predict t he test set and output the 

mean square error of the actual output value and the expected output value as the TrainingLoss. 

4. Set the TrainingLoss obtained from the conventional BiLSTM_A training as the system requirement. Adjust the parameters for the WOA according 

to the fitness to update the best solution of the population, and obtain the loss value of the WOA optimized model. 

5. If the parameters of the model optimized by the WOA are less than the Trainingloss, which means that the requirement is met, output the final 

prediction model and parameter values. 

6. If the loss value cannot be less than the TrainingLoss or the number of iterations does not reach the maximum, update the parameters and carry 

out training again. Otherwise, stop training. 

 

 

4 PREDICTION BASED ON THE EXPERIMENT OF WOA OPTIMIZED BILSTM_A 

 

4.1 Data processing and experiment conditions 
 

The development of smart cities drives the acquisition of data including lane inspection and tracking as well as the location, speed and direction of 

vehicles from theory to reality.
30

 Acquisition of mass of traffic flow data was theoretical in the past, and now this is possible.
31

 In this context, the set 
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F IG U RE  7 Range of the data 

 

TABLE 1 Data division table 
 

Classification Input dimension size Output dimension size 

Training set (47,832,24) (47,832,1) 

Test set (144,24) (144,1) 

 

 

 

of traffic flow data of California State Route 24 are used in this article. Refer to Figure 7 for the range of the data. The data were sampled every 5 min. 

The data from 2000 time intervals after 00: 00: 00 on May 1, 2014 are selected for the experiment in this article. There are 2000 × 24 = 48,000 

values in total. 

 

4.2 Experiment conditions and parameters 

 

The python3.7 is used in the experiment. The hardware platform is Intel (R) Core (TM) i9-10900X CPU @3.70GHZ, 64 GB memory, 1 TB solid-state 

SSD, NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti graphics card. TensorFlow 2.2 and Tensor flow 1.14 are used to train and test the model.
32

 Because the data are 

time series, a rolling series model is built. To be specific, the values of data 1 to n are the input, the value of data n + 1 is the tag output; the values of 

data 2 to n + 1 are the input, and the value at the time n + 2 is the tag output, and so on. To facilitate the training of the model network, the original 

data are standardized with the StandardScaler method. StandardScaler makes the processed data conform to the standard normal distribution.
33

 

Namely, the mean is 0, the standard deviation is 1, and the conversion function is as follows: 

x∗ = 
x − 𝜇 

𝜎 

 

Where 𝜇 is the mean of all the sample data and 𝜎 is the standard deviation of all the sample data. 

Here, n = 24. Classify the training set and test set for the original data. The size of data classified is shown in Table 1. 

 

 

4.3 Comparison of models 

 

To measure the optimization effect of the algorithm proposed in this article more objectively, an experiment is carried out by comparing the 

WOA_BiLSTM_A network with the BP neural network, LSTM neural network, CNN_LSTM_Attention network (CLSTM_A network), WOA optimized 
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CLSTM_A network (W_CLSTM_A network), and BiLSTM_A network. All the hyperparameters of the BP network, LSTM network, CLSTM_A net-

work, and BiLSTM_A network are set to the same, so as to reasonably analyze the influence of each model hyperparameter on the network structure. They 

are trained to converge during network training. The parameters of the four comparison models are shown in Table 2. 

As shown in Table 2 above, the hyperparameters of network nodes in the first and second layers of the four models are all 100 , and the first layer of 

the CLSTM_A network is a one-dimensional convolution layer. 

Refer to Figure 8 for the loss function curves after the simulation of the four networks. 

As shown in Figure 8, the BP neural network converges after three rounds of training. The loss value of the LSTM neural network quickly drops 

before the 20th round of training and slowly drops after the 20th round until both the training set and verification set converge. The loss value of 

the CLSTM_A network quickly drops before the 50th round of training and gradually converges after the 50th round of training. The loss value of 

the BiLSTM_A network quickly drops before the 75th round and gradually converges after the 75th round. 

 

 

TABL E 2  Comparison model parameter table 
 

 

 

 

Network type 

Parameter 

Number of nodes 

in the first layer 

Number of nodes 

in the second layer 

Loss 

function 

 

Optimizer 

Number of 

iterations 

 

Batch_size 

 

BP 100 100 mse adam 100 128 

LSTM 
    

100 
 

CLSTM_A 
    

200 
 

BiLSTM_A 
    

200 
 

 

 

 

F IGU R E 8  Compare network loss function curve 
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F IG U RE  9 WOA optimized CLSTM_A fitness curve 

 

 

 

In order to verify the effectiveness of WOA algorithm, as shown by the comparison networks above, this article also optimizes the CLSTM_A 

model with the WOA and uses it as the comparison model of WOA_BiLSTM_A.
34

 The number of the initial populations of the WOA is set to 5, the 

number of iterations is set to 10, and the dimensions are set to 4. As for the learning rate and the numbers of the nodes of t he two hidden layers of the 

CLSTM_A and the BiLSTM_A, we set the optimization lower bound to [0.001,10,1,1] and the optimization upper bound to [0.01,200,200,200]. 

The WOA is used for parameter optimization to obtain the best learning rate, training times, and numbers of the nodes of the two hidden layers 

of the CLSTM_A and BiLSTM_A models optimized by WOA. After simulation calculation, the fitness convergence curves of the WOA in the process 

of optimizing the two models are obtained. Refer to Figures 9 and 10. 

According to Figures 9 and 10, the CLSTM_A model has the best fitness value at the fourth iteration, and the corresponding minimum mean 

square error is 0.0139; the BiLSTM_A model has the best fitness value at the second iteration and the corresponding minimum mean square error 

is 0.0134. The best parameter combinations of the CLSTM_A and the BiLSTM_A optimized by WOA are given in Table 3. 

The best parameter combinations of the optimized CLSTM_A and BiLSTM_A are used for simulation calculation and the loss function curves 

are shown in Figure 11. 

According to Figure 11, in the case of the best parameter combinations, the loss functions can finally converge in a certain range after a quick 

drop in the early stage, demonstrating the effectiveness of the simulation. 

 

 

4.4 Comparison of experiment results 

 

In this article, it is known that the best learning rate of the WOA_BiLSTM_A model is 0.00687, its number of iterations is 78, its number of the 

nodes of the first layer is 62 and that of the second layer is 191. As per the classification of the training set and the test set, the BP neural network, 
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F IGU R E 10  WOA optimized BiLSTM_A fitness curve 

 

 

TABLE 3 Optimal parameter combination of two models after WOA optimization 
 

 

Network type 

Optimal learning 

rate 

Number of 

iterations 

Number of nodes 

in the first layer 

Number of nodes 

in the second layer 

W_CLSTM_A 0.00621 36 26 177 

WOA_BiLSTM_A 0.00687 78 62 191 

 

 

 

LSTM neural network, CLSTM_A network, W_CLSTM_A network, and BiLSTM_A network are used as comparison networks of WOA_BiLSTM_A  in the 

experiment. MAPE, RMSE, and MAE
35,36

 of predicted and actual values and the linear regression coefficient of determination R2 are used to evaluate 

the errors, so as to better reflect the error distance between the predicted values and the actual values of different models. The MAPE, RMSE, and 

MAE formulas are given below. Where the predicted value is assumed to be ̂y = ŷ1, y ̂2, ŷ3, … , ŷn and the actual value is assumed to be y = {y1, y2, y3, … , 

yn}. 
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F IG U RE  11 CLSTM_A and BiLSTM_A optimal parameter combination loss function curve 

 

 

TABLE 4  Error analysis table  
 

Evaluating indicator 
   

Network type MAPE RMSE MAE R2 

BP 0.0623 26.5267 21.0652 0.9139 

LSTM 0.0382 16.8932 12.7013 0.9621 

BiLSTM_A 0.0378 17.4511 12.9509 0.9638 

CLSTM_A 0.0395 17.6930 12.7199 0.9617 

W_CLSTM_A 0.0383 17.4843 13.2746 0.9626 

WOA_BiLSTM_A 0.0361 17.1479 12.4787 0.9640 

 

 

For MAPE, RMSE, and MAE, the smaller the values are, the more accurate the prediction results will be. 

The linear regression coefficient R2 
is defined as follows:  

 

 
 

 

 

Where SSR is the sum of squares regression, SST is the sum of squares total, and y is the mean of actual values of y. The larger the value of R2 is, the 

more accurate the prediction results will be. 

The comparison of error results from these evaluation metrics is shown in Table 4. 

As shown in Table 4, the WOA_BiLSTM_A network is better than other networks in terms of each parameter evaluation metrics. Even after the 

WOA optimized CLSTM_A model is added in the comparison experiment, the WOA_BiLSTM_A is better than expected. 

The trained model is used to test the test set. Figure 12 below shows the comparison of the relative actual values of the six models: BP, LSTM, 

BiLSTM_A, CLSTM_A, W_CLSTM_A, and WOA_BiLSTM_A. It can be seen from Figure 12 that the accuracy of the WOA_BiLSTM_A is slightly higher 

than that of other networks. 

 

 

5 CONCLUSION 

 

At present, deep learning technology is rapidly developing. Based on many scholars’ researches  on deep learning technology in the field of traffic flow 

prediction,
37

 this article proposes a BiLSTM_A traffic flow prediction network model optimized using the WOA. The BiLSTM network is effective in 

extracting the time series feature. On this basis, the attention mechanism is used to capture different weights of the hidden layers of the BiLSTM 
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F I G UR E  12  Comparison between the predicted value of each network and the real value 

 

 

 

network. When a network architecture is built, it is difficult to directly build a network of best hyperparameters for the data used at one time. 

Therefore, the WOA is used to optimize the parameters of the network structure and obtain the four parameters,  that is, the best learning rate, 

training times, and number of the nodes of two hidden layers. Finally, the best parameters are imported into the BiLSTM_A network, and after 

training, the best traffic flow prediction network WOA_BiLSTM_A is built. 

Dataset of Californian highway is used to train and validate the WOA_BiLSTM_A network; the BP, LSTM, CLSTM_A, BiLSTM_A, and W_CLSTM_A 

are used as the comparison models; MAPE, RMSE, MAE, and R2 are used as the valuation metrics. The result adequately proves that the network 

proposed in this article is much better than the comparison networks. Here, the BiLSTM neural network, the attention mechanism, and the WOA 
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are integrated, and as a result, the accuracy of the short-term traffic flow prediction model is further improved. The significance of this article lies 

in that by optimizing the parameters with the WOA, the network accuracy can be greatly improved based on the best parameters of the network 

obtained by using the optimization algorithm in the case of different network frameworks. 

To solve the problems arising in the application of the WOA_BiLSTM_A model to traffic flow prediction, future efforts can be made in the two 

aspects below: 

 

1. In view of the high time complexity of the WOA in parameter optimization, the algorithm may be improved or other better algorithms may be 

used for parameter optimization to reduce the time complexity. 

2. The network structure adopted in this article only uses nodes in two layers. Next, a deeper network structure may be used and more parameters 

may be optimized to improve the stability of the model in various cases. 
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